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Recent advances in plasma confinement in open magnetic mirrors demonstrated the 

quasistationary confinement of plasma with high relative pressure (β ≈ 60%), mean energy of 

hot ions of 12 keV and the electron temperature up to 0.9 keV [1]. At the same time, the 

mirror ratio in a simple open trap is limited by the achievable magnetic field and is supposed 

to be 15–20 in neutron source concepts [2]. Modelling shows the possibility of higher fusion 

gain in linear plasma devices with improved longitudinal confinement [3]. Existing method of 

multiple-mirror suppression of the axial heat flux combined with gas-dynamic central cell [4] 

can provide effective mirror ratios of the order of 100, which gives feasible fusion gain 

appropriate for hybrid systems. 

Recently, a new method of active plasma flow suppression in a helical magnetic field was 

proposed [5, 6]. That proposal renewed the idea of a plasma flow control with moving 

magnetic mirrors. Modulation of the guiding magnetic field travelling in the laboratory 

reference frame requires excessive energetics. Plasma rotation in E×B fields can be utilized to 

create periodical variations of helicoidal magnetic field moving upstream in plasma’s frame 

of reference. These variations transfer momentum to trapped particles and lead to deceleration 

of the plasma flow and to plasma pumping towards the central trap. Theory predicts 

exponential dependence of the flow suppression on the magnetic structure length, that is more 

favorable then the power dependence in passive magnetic systems [7]. Plasma biasing or 

natural ambipolar potential can drive the rotation. The first case also leads to plasma pinching. 

Assembly of the concept exploration device «SMOLA» with a helical mirror system is 

scheduled for the current year in BINP. In this report, the current status and physical program 

of the experiments are discussed. 
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